Installation Instructions—Windshield Stickers
First Clean and Dry the Windshield or Application Surface.
Best applied out of Extreme Wind or Sunlight.
Vehicle should be between 10—25 deg. C.

Tools Required:

Squeegee (Included)
You may also wish to obtain a Light duty utility knife (Olfa 1111 or equivalent)
but it is not required for a successful installation.

Step 1
Place the decal face down and peel up half
the backer, folding it back on itself.
This method rolls the thicker backer paper off the decal,
rather than trying to peel the decal off the backer.
It will assure all the decal stays with the pre-mask application
tape, and give you greater control of the positioning of the
decal.
Note: Remember to make your application consistent and
professional looking, apply every decal in the same position
and angle on each vehicle.

Step 2
Grip the left and right sides of the decal and
flip it over so the sticky half is down.
Without touching the windshield surface position the decal at
the height and angle of rotation you think will look best.
Keep in mind that the vehicle may be test driven at
some point. Position the decal so as to obstruct the
view as little as possible. Generally the passenger side
upper left corner of the windshield is best.
The user accepts responsibility for any safety or liability issues.

Step 3
Apply the exposed adhesive side of the decal to the windshield.
Touch the decal to the windshield.
Use squeegee supplied to squeegee into place.
Use short overlapping strokes from the centre point up and
down. Then move toward the outside.

Step 4
Remove the Backer Paper.
By folding the decal in half on itself, expose the backer paper
from the side not yet stuck to the windshield. Roll it off from
the center outward.

Step 5
Position the other half of the decal.
Since the first half is well stuck, you can pull firmly on the
pre-mask application tape as you position the loose half. This
will assure no wrinkles.

Step 6
Squeegee into position.
Use the same technique as in step 3
Work from the centre toward the outside in overlapping
strokes.

Step 6
Assure the decal is adhered.
Especially important in cooler weather, go over the entire
decal again to assure it is completely stuck to the windshield.

Step 7
Remove the Pre-mask Application Tape.
Slowly pull using a low angle. This will prevent pulling the
decal off the windshield surface.
Don’t pull straight out from the windshield.
Low angle—Slow and steady.
Note:
If your decal has a changeable price system, go on to
step 8.

Step 8
Finish the price—LCD SYSTEM
Complete the installation by adding the price.
LCD systems come with numeral eights. Remove the digits
to price the vehicle.
Save some of these on a piece of backer paper in case you
want to change a price later on.

Step 8
Finish the price—STANDARD SYSTEM
Numbers come in rolls of 100 or sheets. Each sits inside a
rectangular box. Use the lines of the windshield decal and
the letters already applied to help guide each number into
position so they are straight and even.
Simply peel and stick the numbers into the decal.
Changing the price later is easy, simply peel off any number
no longer required, and replace with new numbers.

Note: For removal Instructions please see the next page.
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Removal Notes:
Wash the area if the vehicle is very dirty. It is easy to scratch even a glass surface during removal if a lot of dirt
is present. However the decals or adhesive will not damage the glass or painted surfaces of the vehicle.
Decals remove cleanly and easily with a little heat. A hot summer day or parking the vehicle side into the sun will
usually be sufficient. In winter conditions, a hair dryer or heat gun, or hot water works well too.
Use your fingernail to start an edge of the decal and simply peel slowly.
Any adhesive residue left over can be wiped off with rubbing alcohol, or use a mild solvent from your detailing
department like varsol, acrasol, or silicone wax remover. Apply to a clean cloth.
You may also choose to scrape the decals off a windshield with a razor blade type scraper knife. Spray the window with some water or window cleaner to lubricate the glass for best results.
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